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Tools:

 Polymer work surface (tile, 
cutting board)

 Pasta machine 

 Clay roller

 Rubber shaping tool

 Shells, sea urchins, and cor-
al for texture

 Paint brushes 

 Scotch Brite sanding pad 
(www.cooltools.us)

Two  
if  
by  
Sea

 Sharpie

 Metal shears

 Rivet hammer

 Chasing hammer

 Rough Scotch Brite sanding 
pad (www.cooltools.us) 

 Steel block

 Metal hole punch 1.25mm 
hole (www.riogrande.com) 

 Butane torch

 Solder block

By Staci Louise Smith

I have always loved collect-
ing organic bits and bobs. 
Whether by the sea or in 

the woods, I can always find 
something to pick up and put 
in a dish to gaze at later. Of 
course, my love of collecting 
texture makes its way into 
my work. 

This is a great textural project 
and you will learn to texture 
both polymer clay and met-
al and combine them into a 
unique pin!

http://www.cooltools.us
http://www.cooltools.us
http://www.riogrande.com
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 Tweezers

 Flush cutters

 Dremel Flex Shaft Drill or drill 
press with #54 drill bit

 Nail punch

 Doming block with very small 
dome shapes

Supplies:

 2 oz. White Premo Sculpey 
polymer clay

 Alcohol inks in a variety of colors

 Acrylic paint in light brown and 
dark brown

 PYMII (preserve your memo-
ries 2 sealer)

 3x4” 24-gauge copper sheet

 6” 16-gauge copper wire

 Liver of sulfur gel  
(www.cooltools.us) 

 Polish cloth

 Paper towels

 Rinse water

 Rubbing alcohol

 Cotton-tipped swabs

 1 Antique brass plated 20mm 
round pin backs  
(www.rings-things.com) 

 1 Copper rivet ¼” x .05”  
(www.riogrande.com)

http://www.cooltools.us
http://www.rings-things.com
http://www.riogrande.com
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1a

2a

1b

2b

Conditioning the Clay
Thoroughly condition the clay in the pasta ma-
chine. Roll the clay through on a thicker setting, 
and then fold and do it again, gradually working 
down to a thinner and thinner setting. I usually run 
it through 10-15 times. 

Making the Polymer Cab
Steps 1a and 1b: Pinch off a chunk and roll it into 
a ball (about a 1-2-inch ball) and then pinch it into 
a square shape. You can make ovals, or round 
shapes. Have fun with the design. The photo on 
the previous page shows just a few variations that 
are possible.

Steps 2a - 2c: Roll flat with a clay roller, making 
sure it is about 5mm thick. If you roll twice in one 
direction  in lieu of opposite directions each time, 
you can change the shape to a rectangle (or oval).

Step 3: Use a natural shell like a sea urchin to 
impress into the clay. Be random, and you can use 
more than one shell type per piece. 

2c 3
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4a

5

4b

7a

Steps 4a and 4b: Take your rubber tipped texture 
tool and poke holes of various sizes in one side 
of your piece. Just sink it into the clay and make a 
circular motion to create a hollow space.

Step 5: Bake according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. I use a baking stone and bake a little 
extra longer, just to firm it up more. The baking 
stone evens out the heat so it doesn’t burn or get 
hot spots.

Adding Color
Step 6: Use your alcohol inks to paint a wash of 
color on your piece. I prefer to do a light wash, so 
it looks more natural. Next, take your sanding pad 
and sand off the high spots. Alcohol inks use rub-
bing alcohol to rinse and dilute (in lieu of water).

Steps 7a and 7b: Paint light brown acrylic paint 
all over the piece, and then wipe it off with a paper 
towel before it dries. This will leave brown in the 
recesses. You may need to dilute the brown acrylic 
with water just a little bit.

6

7b

After baking
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8a

8b

11 10a

Steps 8a and 8b: Sand again lightly to remove 
just a touch of the color on higher relief. You don’t 
even need to do it all over —just here and there to 
create a worn and natural look.

Step 9: (this picture is a sampling of the variety 
of shapes and colors you can do using the same 
information). You can stop here and leave the 
painting as is. Two of the finished pins don’t have 
crackle and stop here. Three of them go on to use 
my crackle tutorial.

If you are interested in a nice crackle finish, please 
visit my Etsy store at 
www.slartisanaccents.etsy.com

Preparing the Copper
Steps 10a and 10b: Take your sheet metal and 
trace a shape around your polymer piece with a 
sharpie marker. These photos show me working 
on several pendants, one with a matte finish and 
two with a crackle finish.

9 10b

http://www.slartisanaccents.etsy.com
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11

12

13

16

Step 11: Cut it out the copper backing with metal 
shears and then use the rough sanding pad to 
smooth the edges.

Step 12: On a steel block, use a rivet hammer to 
texture the outside of the sheet metal, turning the 
piece of metal as you hammer. You can also use 
the back of the ball peen hammer for texture, or 
even a nail punch.

Step 13: Sand the edges again and flatten, if 
needed, with the chasing hammer.

Step 14: Lay the polymer pieces on the metal 
backings to see how they will look. 

Adding the Pin Back
Step 15: Punch a hole in one of the pin backs at 
the top center using a hole punch. 

14 15

 TIP: Always make sure the pin back works 
before you use it. Sometimes they have 
flaws from the factory. Nothing is worse 
than finishing a piece and then you find 
the pin back is unusable.

Step 16: Mark with the sharpie where you want 
the pin back to fall on the back side of the metal 
you just textured. Make sure it is high in the back 
and not in the middle or your pin will flop forward. 
Using the hole punch again, make a whole in the 
copper backing piece.
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17

18

19a

19c

Step 17: Take one of the premade rivets and feed 
it through the holes from front to back. You want 
the flat end to fit snugly on the front of the metal 
piece. The long end should stick through the back.
Add the brass pin back to it. Snip the excess rivet 
off with the flush cutters. 

Step 18: Use your rivet hammer to hammer it 
flush. Make sure the edges are all smooth so it 
doesn’t catch on clothing when it’s worn.

Adding Liver of Sulphur
Steps 19a - 19d: Put the liver of sulfur on a Q-tip 
and rub it onto the metal, pushing down as if you 
were rubbing it in. Then quickly take a clean paper 
towel and wipe it off. Wipe again and again with a 
clean towel, again, rubbing hard, until it is clean. 

You can dampen the towel toward the end to re-
move the rest of the residue.

Allow that to dry.

19d

19b
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23a

20

21

22a

29

Riveting the Pieces 
Together
Step 20: Cut two 3-inch sections of 16-gauge 
copper wire. Ball one end with the butane torch. 
Leave them lying on the solder block to cool off; do 
not quench them or they will turn pink

Step 21: Hold the polymer piece and the copper 
backing and drill a hole through both.

Steps 22a and 22b: Put one ball pin through the 
hole and snip the back, leaving about 2mm. 

Steps 23a and 23b: Next, hold the piece with the 
backing side up, place the ball in a small divot in 
the doming block and rivet the back of the wire. 

Repeat this on the other side to hold the pieces 
together.

Step 24: Check the front side to make sure it looks 
good too. 

22b

2423b
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26b

25

26a

Sanding and Finishing
Step 25: Sand the back side lightly to make sure 
it’s smooth. You really don’t want sharp edges to 
catch on your clothing.

Steps 26a and 26b: Take outside and spray the 
entire piece with PYMII. This will seal the polymer 
as well as the metal. 

And your piece is done.  Now finish all the others 
and you’ll have a beautiful collection!

Staci Louise Smith is the artist behind Staci Louise Originals.  She creates all 
her jewelry and components by hand in her southeastern Pennsylvania stu-
dio. She is an avid collector of all things organic and small: stone, sea glass, 
shells, fossils, and art beads. She uses wire, sheet metal, and solder to unite 
these unique elements into eclectic compositions and to create one- of-a-
kind jewelry and beads. Her components are made using both polymer and 
metal clay (bronze, copper, and silver).  

Staci’s designs reflect both nature and man together. The soft organic shapes of nature, against 
manmade patterns and materials, create pieces that capture the contrast and beauty of the world. 
You can see more of her work here: 

www.stacilouiseoriginals.com
www.facebook.com/stacilouiseoriginals

www.slartisanaccents.etsy.com

http://www.stacilouiseoriginals.com
http://www.facebook.com/stacilouiseoriginals
http://www.slartisanaccents.etsy.com

